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Embedding DirectToWeb
 
Ramsey Gurley:  [0:00] OK, so first presentation is going to be about embedded Direct to Web components, and basically that is just about sticking Direct to Web into your regular WebObjects app. Show of hands, how many of you have any non‑Direct to Web WebObjects apps that you have to maintain? Probably most everyone here. [0:29] One of the friction points with Direct to Web seems to be that if you start using Direct to Web, you almost feel like you are stuck using all Direct to Web, and you can't really mix and match some Direct to Web with your existing apps. You can. That's one of the nicer things about it, is that you can embed Direct to Web pages directly into your custom pages and save yourself a lot of time and effort. So we'll start with a demo. I guess that was kind of dumb to do that.
[1:20] Put together a quick little dashboard demo to demonstrate the MoviesLogic framework with about three different list pages in the same page. We'll take a quick look at that. Pardon the CSS by the way. I'm using my own personal framework here, MyLook framework, and it's not as beautiful as David's modern look. But I'm familiar with it, so that's what I use. The HTML is beautiful, by the way.
[laughter]
Ramsey:  [2:04] The CSS is really gross. You can see we have a list of movies that are in the MoviesLogic framework. A list of videos, and we've even put together a little list of [inaudible 02:15] . You can see these things are sortable, and you have a number of different features that are available to you. You've got patching and CRUD functionality, which lets you inspect and such. This is all done with a component that looks like [silence] this. You can see it's very small. Not a whole lot to it. It didn't require a lot of work to put that page together, even though it has quite a bit of functionality built in. [3:17] You come down here to the WOD file, and you can see that these components, and you only have about three bindings, and there's no rules in the rule system driving any of this. This is all done through the bindings. So if you want to rapidly drop a list into a page, this is a good way to do it without having to write your own list movie component, your own list video component, your own list whatever component. So now that you've seen the dazzling demonstration there, why would you want to do this?
[4:04] Probably number one reason is to reduce the explosion of components that you get when you have to do everything custom. You have a display component that displays your EO, and for your administrators, oh, I needed to have access to these five properties. But for the customer, they shouldn't be seeing the price of the thing. They should only be seeing the MSRP. You don't end up having to create two or three different components for two or three different categories of users. You can just drop in an embedded component, give it the proper display keys, and you're done.
[4:55] Another big benefit to using these is that you get all the CRUD functionality built in. You don't have to go through and figure out how to do another save on another EO, and put together a bunch of logic that is repetitive, I guess is the drive principal. Then you get a number of different nice little features. You get properties, sorting, we saw that, grouping. I didn't, I guess, point it out enough, but we had the different columns were grouped into column groups, and that's real easy to do with the display keys binding.
[5:45] You get your display group management. You don't have to worry about when to refresh and do another fetch, it just handles it for you. You get built in localization. I probably should have flipped it over to the other language. Most of the Direct to Web looks that I've seen are very good about localizing, and if you have to handle multiple languages, it's built in. So that's really nice. There's a whole lot of other features that you get for free with your Direct to Web components. If you're familiar with Direct to Web at all, you probably are aware of that.
[6:25] So, how do we do that? That's the purpose of the demonstration. The first thing you really need to do is to figure out how to get the frameworks into your existing WebObjects app so you can actually use these wonderful little quick Direct to Web components in your application. To start with, you'll need to add some frameworks to your class path. Number one, dot Direct to Web, DTW generation framework, and EO project framework. Or actually I think it's Java EO project framework.
[7:07] These are all the frameworks that come with WebObjects 5.4.3, and then you'll want to add most certainly into ER Direct to Web framework, as well. You can build a direct web app with out Wonder, but it's painful so don't try it. Use Wonder and enjoy it. Also your favorite look framework. In the previous instance I was using MyLook, but there's modern look, there's neutral look. If you want to use something that's very old and table based, knock yourself out.
[7:51] Robbie's got a nice look. The diva look and the diva light look are also very good. They're in Wonder, so to pick and choose whatever suits you best. Each look has a different focus. Modern look is a very good starting point, and if you start a Direct to Web app with Eclipse it'll give you a modern look by default. Later in the conference, David's going to show us how to customize that in all different directions.
[8:33] Also, you'll need to add some resources to your project in your resources folder. You'll want to have at least a D2W model file for your project, so when you do need to add rules you have somewhere to put them. Not required but recommended, you probably want to stick a user.D2W model into your resources folder too. If you don't, you just get a lot of spew on the log file telling you it's going to create one if you use the web assistant. Which doesn't really apply anymore, but just to keep the log quiet you can create another file in there.
Then as mentioned earlier, Direct to Web is fully localized in most every look I've seen, so it's nice to have your localized [indecipherable 09: [9:17] 30] project folders in your resources, as well. If you need to specify additional model names, that can be done. Just give it an array in your properties file, so if you want to break your rules out into multiple rule files to help you organize them better or what not, it's easily done. Just drop that property into your properties file and specify the names of the models that you want to use.
[10:07] From the code perspective, if you're going to use full direct web pages, you'll need to have a page wrapper.wo. That's the default component name that direct web looks for, for your page wrapper. If you're just using embedded components, you don't actually need the page wrapper, because it's going to use the D2W empty page wrapper on the page, and it's going to use whatever you're embedding the component into as the page wrapper. So, good to have if you click on your inspect link and you don't have a page wrapper or explode.
[10:47] So, probably good to have one in your project if you don't have one. Also, not required but recommended, is to have a subclass of ERD2W direct actions somewhere in your project. It doesn't have to be your main direct action, it's an abstract class, so you can't just use it directly, but as long as you have one, you can use direct actions to access pretty much any of your direct web pages. If you do that, that may not be necessarily desirable. You don't want just anybody going into every page, so there is a method on it that allows you to control access to those.
[11:34] But you can get nice bookmark‑able URLs to your edit or list pages just using direct actions with the ERD2W direct actions subclass. If you need to customize your page wrapper, there was some confusion on the list a while back. I think we answered it, but just to reiterate, already have a component name page wrapper, and you don't want to use it as your Direct to Web page wrapper, you need to come up with something else. You need to specify the rule in such a way that you're going to get that page wrapper, but only when you're at the top‑level page.
[12:18] And if you look in Javadocs at the D2W context, there is an internal use only method called frame. It returns a Boolean value, and basically frame is zero if you're the top level of your Direct to Web page structure. If you're using an embedded component, it sets frame to one. Or frame to true. So if it's not a frame, then you'll get your page wrapper. If it's in an embedded component, then you don't want to stick your page wrapper, otherwise you're going to get nested page wrappers and nested HTML tags, and that's not good.
[13:00] So just to cover that, it's a tricky one if you're new to it. So, let's put one together really quick. It's not hard. It'll take us probably five minutes, tops. We will start with a regular Wonder application. Do a new Wonder application. We're going to name it My App. Add that to the working set here in My App. Make sure that launches so we don't have any nasty surprises. Good, good. No, I don't want to delete, thank you.
[14:20] Just a quick launch, see our hello world page. OK, everything is working. Now, step one, add our resources to the class path. So we just right click, go to the build path, configure build path. You're going to add the libraries. And I'll just go right down the list and find ER Direct to Web. Did I hit the wrong one? Oops, sorry. Thank you. Saved me some trouble.
[background chatter]
Ramsey:  [14:54] Yeah, it would have been. [laughter] I'd have been scratching my head for 15 minutes. What's going on? Does anybody know? Let's see, I think I missed the Java [inaudible 15:09] . So we need Java EO Project, Java D2W Generation, and Java Direct to Web. We got those four frameworks, hit finish. OK, go ahead into our direct action class, and make this a D2W direct action. And we want to implement a method. In this case, I'm just going to leave it column super. It returns true in the super class. [15:59] You probably don't want it to return true in every case, but for the purpose of the demonstration it should be good enough. Now we have a Direct to Web direct action class, and I'm going to cheat and check my notes just so I don't forget anything. We need a page wrapper and we need models, so we'll pop open the rule modeler and just save that blank model file. And we will go into workspaces [silence] and we will create one more in that same place, just so we don't have the spew in the console.
So we should be able to see those in our resources folder over here. I noticed doing this yesterday, for some reason it creates a folder icon on the [indecipherable 17: [17:02] 17] . If you just refresh that, it shows you the actual model files. What was the last one I forgot? Oh yeah, page wrapper. So we'll make a quick page wrapper, name it page wrapper so we don't have to put together any rules, and we'll just create the HTML contents there. And for the body, let's give it a WO component content.
[18:11] OK, very easy, and since it's Direct to Web and it builds everything off the model, we'll put together a really, really quick model. My EO model. We'll make it a memory model so I don't have to set up a database for the demonstration. The memory model only works, by the way, if you have the Java memory adapter in your class path. I realized yesterday when I was testing this out that it's already in the default Wonder app class path, so I didn't have to add it. But that's how this works, so let's go ahead and add one entity.
It's a new entity and it has a new attribute, and we will make that attribute a string. OK, save the model. Oh, you know what I forgot to do? I forgot to get my class name. [inaudible 19: [18:56] 21] OK, now it's happening. And we'll generate that really quick. Boom, and looks like we're done. So let's launch it again, and it comes up fine, and we'll test to make sure that Direct to Web aspect of the app is working with one of those direct actions. Create new entity, and you can see it gives us a page where we can create a new entity, hello world.
[20:07] Since we don't have a page to return to, the save action won't throw us back to the previous page. We'd have to provide a LocID in the URL for it to be able to figure that out from the direct action. But we can go to the list new entity page now and see that we now have a hello world entity. So it's very quick and easy to add Direct to Web to any project you have existing. Now that we've got it added to the project, what do we do with it? Well, we want to figure out how to embed components, so we'll start there.
[20:59] What are they? As we saw earlier they're just basically simple WO components. You bind about three bindings to them, you stick them in your page and then you get a fully embedded Direct to Web page in your app. It makes development a lot faster and a lot less repetitive. When you need to quickly build an object, you can drop a create page into whatever you're working on.
[21:26] One of the harder aspects of working with a full Direct to Web app is that we do web pages, and we need custom copy and we need banner ads and everything, and there's not really any easy way to stick that in to Direct to Web without going through and making a lot of rule changes. And if you're not comfortable with that sometimes it's just faster to code up a component, stick it in there, get the stuff you need. But this allows you the flexibility of bringing in Direct to Web when you need it too.
[22:02] You put all your custom stuff into a component, it's not something you'd put in your page wrapper. It goes in that page, and then when you need to put together a way for users to create a blog post, or create something, then you can just drop it embedded in spec, into your page. They're great. Apple's components, there are some that come with WebObjects, Direct to Web framework. I don't really recommend that you use any of these, but for completeness, I just wanted to list them so you'd know what they are.
[22:41] You got the D2W edit, D2W inspect, D2W list, probably notice a pattern here, D2W query, and the D2W select pages. Wonder, of course, provides replacement components for most of this stuff. For some reason, there's a D2W pick. I'm thinking it was written long before Anjo put together the ERX D2W switch component, I think it is. Once you get that, you start seeing ERX D2W edit relationship, ERX D2W inspect, ERX D2W list, ERX D2W pick.
[23:31] The reason that it's important to use these is that if you have to switch out, if you have an embedded page and you change the page configuration, for instance, on the embedded page, or you need to change what is displayed by the embedded component, there's a bug in the Apple D2W switch component which does not refresh the property keys properly, and Wonder fixes that. You definitely want to be using the Wonder versions of these components, or you're going to hit that bug at some point.
[24:10] It's kind of hard to explain, but you'll know it when you hit it, because you're like, "I'm looking at one entity, but I'm getting keys for the other entity." Hopefully you won't run into it because you'll be using the right component in the first place, but I have seen it myself. When you use them, obviously, whenever you want to rapidly implement CRUD functionality, when you want all of the goodies that Direct to Web gives you, but you don't want to have a fully Direct to Web page, you need to add some customization around your Direct to Web stuff, and they're very handy.
[24:52] How do you use them? As mentioned, there's just a small handful of bindings on them. It's not any big mystery, but we will cover each one of them in excruciating detail, just so you don't trip up on any of the things that I've tripped on myself when starting out. You see for this list configuration we have three bindings. The first one is page configuration. Page configuration has a specific format. It's task and then entity name. You can actually insert additional page configuration naming into.
[25:40] So maybe you want to do list admin movie or list movie admin, it'll actually figure that out as long as you don't have an entity named admin. The name of the entity is parsed using ERX EO access utilities to see matching string. I mention that because you might want to look at the code in there if you are having trouble getting the right entity. Because, essentially the longest name wins. So if you have an entity named movie and you have an entity named movie role, then if you just have movie, then it's going to give you the movie entity.
[26:20] If you have movie role then the name is longer, so it knows to give you the movie role entity rather than the movie entity. Even though the movie entity name is also in that page configuration. But, because it does it that way, there are some specific areas that can trip you up. If you have a page configuration name that Direct to Web doesn't like. The way that rules are written in a lot of cases, for example, tab pages. In the rules, it's list tab star, page configuration like list tab star.
[26:58] If you have an entity that the name starts with tab, let's say you name your table "table," and then you want to list table or inspect table, you're going to get an inspect tab page because it sees inspect, tab, star. So, in general, avoid any entity naming that starts with list, or contact, or tab, or wizard, or compare, calendar or group. Don't do it because you're just going to give yourself headaches in the long run. Also, don't use page configurations containing two equal length entity names.
[27:40] As mentioned earlier it finds your entity based on the longest one. So if you have two entities and they have overlapping names and they're the same length, then it's going to find two names and it's just going to pick one at random. So in this case you have an entity named movie role and an entity named role based. If you create your page configuration name list movie role based, it's not going to know which one. It's not going to be able to figure it out. It's going to pick one at random, and it may work and then it may not.
You may be scratching your head wondering what happened. The display key format, there's actually documentation on it. It's in the ERD2W page Javadoc at the very top, but I'm going to cover it. There are two formats that you can use. The first format I tend to prefer when I'm writing rules, because when the rule editor formats it, after you leave the field, it puts it in a nice [indecipherable 28: [28:14] 54] up in that list, and it's easy to see your tabs and your sections simply based on the text around it.
[29:00] You can see that the tabs are surrounded right by the braces, and your sections are surrounded by parentheses, and then your simple property keys that you use in your page are just plain text. The other way, and the way that will probably be required for you if you're using an embedded component, is this format. Having the nested quote strings didn't work out for me. There may be some neat trick to making it work that I don't know about, but I didn't find it before the presentation was ready, so I went with this format.
[29:46] You can see it's very similar, or actually not similar at all, but we have the same tabs, and sections, and property keys, but in this case they're in nested arrays. Your top‑level array is for your tabs. Your second level array is for your sections, and then your property keys follow your section name. If you only have sections, if you don't have tabs, then your top‑level array wouldn't include the tabs at all. You'd just have your sections and your property keys, and it's sharp enough to figure that out.
[30:34] Let's go and have a look at some pages done as embedded components. In the dashboard app, I put together a couple of components that demonstrate what sort of things you can do with the embedded components. I probably should have put some "lorem ipsum" around it just to make it extra special looking. The first page I put together was a master decal page. Simply have your list of movies, and then when you select one, you can see down here you have an inspect configuration showing you the information about this.
[31:27] That works out to look like, oh wrong app. About four lines of code and you can see down here you have two component bindings. You've got your select list. You can see we have our display keys here, and we're using the nested format. You can see the tab name or the section name here, followed by the property keys. We'll go back to page. You've got your section names followed by the property keys, and you have your page configuration names, select movie, and in this case we have a couple of extra bindings.
We have the action binding and we have the selected object binding, the embedded select page, and actually if you're selecting something, you need to have a binding to bind the object that you've selected. And the action result, it's just returning [indecipherable 33: [32:36] 07] because we want to go back to the same page, and that gives us the behavior. When we select, we get our multiple movies down at the bottom. So we can select "Strange Brew," we can see the information for that.
And for the inspect page we there's two bindings. It's just page configuration and [indecipherable 33: [33:16] 24] keys in there, and find the same information down at the bottom. And you can change these. So if you go back, we also have a MasterDetail detail page. So you select Star Wars, and in this case, now you're selecting a role. We'll choose Han Solo. And then you hit role information. That page is slightly more complex, but only slightly. I mean, we've got a couple of WO conditionals surrounding our components below the master list.
[34:19] And you see each list is a select with bindings, and they chain together. So nothing magical or special there, and the code will be available. I'm sure we'll make, like we did last year, the code for this project available on a lower DC repository somewhere for you guys if you want to have a look at it. But it's really pretty simple. There is one gotcha with the embedded pages if you're using them in a Direct to Web page, there's the action page delegate. It gets bound whenever there's an action binding. So in our case, on those select pages, we've had the action bound.
[35:15] What that means is that whenever you bind that action to that page, Direct to Web turns that action into a next page delegate. And if you try to specify when through the rules system it's not going to be used. It's going to be ignored because the page already has a next page delegate, and it's an action page delegate. Can be kind of tricky if you want to use something like ERD action bar on your embedded page since that works off of the next page delegate, but hasn't ever really been much of a problem.
[35:59] Once you realize what it's doing, it seems fairly obvious that if you're providing an action, then that is your next page delegate. That's what's going to tell that page what to do, its stuff whenever you click the button. So you now know how to embed our direct web components into regular WO components for our existing projects. What happens when you need to then embed a regular WO component inside of the direct to web component? That's going to bring us full circle, and that's where D2W custom components come in.
[36:41] Basically they are components you set through your rule system that gets you back out of the Direct to Web page into your custom components again. You use them whenever you have an existing component you need to use in the Direct to Web interface. I mean, there are a lot of components already available for property level editing in Direct to Web, but it's not comprehensive. It couldn't possibly be because we all have very specialized data we're working with.
[37:17] You may have some sort of controller button you want for stop, play, next MP3, previous or whatever and you need to embed that into your existing Direct to Web component. You can do that using these. There's no documentation to this effect, but I personally break them down into three different categories. There's switches, there are component wrappers, and then there are the fully integrated Direct to Web components. I'll explain what I mean by those.
[38:02] The switches are, in my opinion, not terribly useful, but they do work. They work based on your existing WO component having a specific interface. The two that are provided by the Apple frameworks are the D2W custom component and the D2W custom query component. If you read the Javadocs on those you will see that it tells you, "OK, you can stick any component into this switch as long as it, for a D2W custom component, as long as you have an object and a key binding on your component."
[38:40] And then you're expected to take the object and the key binding and do whatever you need to do to act on that property level data. To use it, you end up needing to set one rule to set the D2W custom component as the component for that property, and then you need to set a second rule to tell the custom component which component you want to embed into it. So two rules, you're done, but you have to have that specific interface on your object or it's not incredibly useful, or you have to add it, and that can be a bit problematic.
[39:18] Especially if you have something that works with a string and already accepts as a string. You don't have an object or a key, you don't really want one. You just want to give it a string and you're done. So, that's where component wrappers come in. The component wrappers, basically it is a Direct to Web custom component that is wrapped around an existing standard WO component. Some examples of this are the ERD2W string, the ERD2W edit‑to‑one relationship, the ERD2W edit‑to‑many relationship. If you want we can look at one of those real quick.
You can see inside of the component, you're just basically binding to a WO text field. And the component outside is a Direct to Web component, so it has a Direct to Web context. The component inside is not a Direct to Web component, it's just a WO text field. You take what information you need from the Direct to Web context and bind it to your regular component. So it's a wrapper component. It wraps around your existing component, it provides the values that you need from the [indecipherable 40: [40:10] 58] system using the Direct to Web context.
[40:51] You can continue to use your regular component as a regular component anywhere you want. But you can also use it inside of a Direct to Web page by specifying your wrapper component. The third category is the fully integrated components. These components are only going to work in a Direct to Web environment. They're not going to work as regular WO components, because they use the direct to web context. Not just in the bindings but in code, and there's no separation. It's a fully integrated component.
[41:32] Some of the examples of this are the ERD controller button, the ERD edit HTML, the ERD has changes markers. These components, it's not wrapping any regular WO component. It's just completely integrated. Works really well if you're using Direct to Web, not very useful outside of it. So you end up with a lot of components that are wrappers to start with probably, when you first start out. But as you get more familiar with Direct to Web and get more used to it, you find yourself starting to produce more integrated components.
[42:13] Because it's a lot easier to just grab something off of the rule system than it is to have to, "OK, I've got to pass in this value, and this value, and this value, and this value." So, a demo. Let's see what one of these components look like in action. Going back to our dashboard demo, do I still have it open? Yes, I do. Back to our dashboard demo, you see down here on the far right side we have a custom component embedded inside of our dashboard page. What this does is it gives us the ability to cast a vote on the movie.
[43:08] See, we just voted, it incremented to 25, and it raised the value. It's using our nice little HTML five number spinner thing. We want to know how to add these beautiful little custom components to our Direct to Web pages. What does that look like in the code? Well, we have basically a wrapper component. The D2W cast vote wraps a "cast vote" component, and since the "cast vote" really only needs to know what the movie is, we pass it the object as the movie binding, and the real work is being done in the "cast vote" component.
[43:58] You open this up, you can see this is just a WO component. There is nothing special about this. You can use it outside of Direct to Web. You can use it anywhere you want in your regular custom pages, and it's just calling the logic that's built into our model. So it's a very simple component, just gives us an interface to our model logic, and it's customized model logic. You're not going to have a "cast vote" component in any Direct to Web look framework because it's custom logic for that model.
[44:45] The way we add this, we'll go into our rule file, and you can see we have one very simple rule. And it just tells us that if property is "cast vote," then component name should be D2W cast vote. The D2W cast vote component, itself, is a subclass of D2W component. So the code is very simple. It's very easy to weave in and out of Direct to Web, and hopefully, those of you who have been reluctant to use Direct to Web simply because, you know, you don't want to go whole hog and have to have everything Direct to Web will maybe find more use for it now that you've seen this demonstration.
[45:57] And I think that about covers it. I'm beating a dead horse, so if anyone has any questions about Direct to Web embedded or custom components, feel free to give me a shout and I think Pascal's working on the microphone. Any questions? Anyone vague on any aspect of that? I hope it wasn't too simple. I appreciate you guys having me.
[applause]
[46:33]
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